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6/24/15 8:13  WNBC-NY (NBC) National  Today $539,009.65 3740525  >> you're out  swimming in a pool and your eyes get red. >> happens. it's the chlorine. >> well  it is. there is a little bit more to it according to the cdc.
6/22/15 6:27  Fox News  U.S. Cable  FOX & Friends $37,299.55 574281  if they are well hydrated  they are less tempted to drink the water in the pool. >> chlorine does burn your eyes  so the no brainer is put goggles
6/27/15 23:55  Fox News  U.S. Cable  Red Eye $21,091.75 324813  >> just not for me. >> baker what do you think  do you swim  do you pee  if not do your eyes burn. >> sure i swim a lot. i pee a lot. often times between 2:00 and
7/28/15 17:57  WCBS-NY (CBS)  New York  NY  CBS 2 News at 5 $17,320.16 298277  there is no magic chemical that reveals the presence of urine in a swimming pool. >> we're just joking. >> reporter: chlorine  however  is no joke but is it
7/27/15 23:19  WCBS-NY (CBS)  New York  NY  CBS 2 News at 11 $27,521.97 295699  water parks. >> all right! >> somehow we all survived when we were kids  right? >> we made it  red eyes and all  by the way. >> let's get to your weather
6/27/15 7:42  WABC-NY (ABC)  New York  NY  Eyewitness News This Morning $13,088.99 267770  the news this week  if you get out of the pool  and you have red eyes  it's not due to simply the chlorine  it's due
7/5/15 9:15  The Weather Channel  U.S. Cable  Weekend Recharge $17,222.92 265172  constantly monitoring the pool. >> ph  chlorine. >> reporter: if you can smell the chlorine  that's often an indication that it's mixing with urine. if your eyes burn  other
6/26/15 3:55  Fox News  U.S. Cable  Red Eye $14,753.77 227208  >> it. >> just not for me. >> baker what do you think  do you swim  do you pee  if not do your eyes burn. >> sure i swim a lot. i pee a lot.
6/19/15 23:26  WDIV-DET (NBC)  Detroit  MI  Local 4 News at 11 $15,672.16 184454  your eyes get red when you swim standby. with the hotter whether you are heading for the pool with the rooney fingers red eyes. now the cdc is saying red eyes are not claws caused
6/27/15 6:41  WABC-NY (ABC)  New York  NY  Eyewitness News This Morning $8,072.82 179783  the pool and your eyes are red  it's not because of the chlorine. it's because of the mixture of
6/28/15 2:55  Fox News  U.S. Cable  Red Eye $10,815.13 166553  >> it. >> just not for me. >> baker what do you think  do you swim  do you pee  if not do your eyes burn. >> sure i swim a lot. i pee a lot.
7/29/15 22:17  WBBM-CHI (CBS)  Chicago  IL  CBS 2 News at 10PM $22,762.67 162553  perfect for spending the day at the pool  but how clien is the water there? the centers for disease control says reports of illnesses associated with swimming are
6/29/15 12:23  WFAA-DAL (ABC)  Dallas  TX  Midday News $11,361.78 148027  it's a refreshing break from the summer heat. it could end with those familiar red itchy eyes. a new report suggests it's not the chlorine that is
6/24/15 22:42  WPIX-TV (WB)  New York  NY  PIX11 News at Ten $38,070.25 146055  that the word pool starts with "p." the centers for disease control just explained why  sometimes  you get red eyes after going to the swimming pool. it's not just because of chlorine. it's actually due to
6/16/15 8:45  WNYW-NY (FOX)  New York  NY  Good Day New York $7,648.41 139641  in the pools. they talked about why your eyes are red in the pool and it is not actually the chlorine  it is binning to urine and sweat in
6/29/15 16:53  WFAA-DAL (ABC)  Dallas  TX  News 8 at 4 $9,417.24 116769  in rockwall  sebastian robertson  channel 8 news. >>> of course pools are summer favorite  but irritated red eyes
6/24/15 23:06  WFLA-TB (NBC)  Tampa Bay  FL  News Ch8 at 11PM $9,912.03 111982  discussion. it's something that parents all need to know. we've been talking about it here  the red eyes that you may get when you swim and the strong
6/26/15 17:25  WCVB-BOS (ABC)  Boston  MA  Newscenter 5 at Five $6,320.90 111040  j.c.: the originating red eyes
6/25/15 21:50  KSAZ-PHX (FOX)  Phoenix  AZ  FOX 10 News @ 9pm $18,473.00 104468  >> after taking a dip in the pool  do you get red eyes? you think it is the chlorine  no  it is not the real reason.
6/24/15 6:25  WRC-DC (NBC)  Washington  D.C.  News4 Today at 6 $5,783.40 101738  the noise. >>> your kids might be hitting the swimming pool a lot this week. those red eyes they get are not caused by chlorine  something a
6/23/15 18:15  WMC-MEM (NBC)  Memphis  TN  Action News 5 $2,974.36 96712  wanting to get into a cool pool. but the centers for disease control and prevention says the red eyes you get while swimming... aren't caused by chlorine but by
6/26/15 6:17  KTTV-LA (FOX)  Los Angeles  CA  FOX 11 Morning News at 6AM $7,130.64 93963  practically every swimmer who has ever taken a dip in a public pool has experienced red eyes and an itchy nose. we all who thought that the irritation was caused by the
6/19/15 17:26  WBRC-BIRM (FOX)  Birmingham  AL  Fox 6 News at 5 $2,108.60 88464  church may have fallen from a plane over england. and you know how you sometimes get red eyes after swimming in a pool... turns out it's not just the chlorine... it's something yucky6 that may be
7/30/15 11:18  WBBM-CHI (CBS)  Chicago  IL  CBS 2 News at 11AM $5,538.48 85750  marissa bailey has details on what to watch out for. >> reporter: is chlorine keeping your local pool sparkling clean or not.
6/23/15 18:10  WMC-MEM (NBC)  Memphis  TN  Action News 5 $2,737.99 85622  see how one website help bring daughr and father together for a birthday neither will forget! plus... swimming red eyes... the reason your eyes are getting red while taking a dip in the
6/26/15 6:40  KTVU-SF (FOX)  San Francisco  CA  KTVU Channel 2 Morning News $6,224.25 77064  revelation about swimming pools might keep you out of the water. the red eyes people get in the pools may not just be from the
6/28/15 7:41  WBNS-CBO (CBS)  Columbus  OH  10TV News HD Weekend Mornings $1,301.03 75463  with chlorine  the c-d-c now says is caused by urine. a recent release states that the red eyes and a burning sensation is caused by the chlorine mixing with urine. the same document
6/25/15 17:46  WKRC-CIN (CBS)  Cincinnati  OH  Local 12 News at 5 $2,810.95 70854  before you hit the pool. >> this is kind of gross. it has to do with your burning red eyes. you've been underwater. cdc says the chlorine is not
5/23/15 7:19  WBZ-BOS (CBS)  Boston  MA  WBZ This Morning $3,071.42 70462  you get when you keep your eyes open while under water? the centers for disease control says don't blame the chlorine  which we all do  right? red eyes are caused by chemicals in the pool mixing
6/25/15 10:36  WJBK-DET (FOX)  Detroit  MI  FOX 2 News at 10AM $2,867.40 69760  you get red eyes in the swimming pool is not the chlorine  it's the other
6/26/15 17:45  WTNH-NH (ABC)  Hartford-New Haven  CT  News 8 at 530pm $1,990.67 69634  long afternoons in a swimming pool it's a refreshing break from the summerheat  but it can also end with those familiar  red  itchy eyes.now  a new report from the cdc suggests it is not the chlorine that isresponsible for the red eyes. the true culprit brace yourself the chemicalsthat form  when chlorine mixes with urine  sweat and other less-than- savorythings that the bodies
6/24/15 5:19  WRC-DC (NBC)  Washington  D.C.  News4 Today at 5 $3,254.58 69311  hearts. >>> your kids will be hitting the swimming pools a lot this week  but those red eyes are not caused by chlorine but something
6/26/15 6:54  KARE-MIN (NBC)  Minneapolis  MN  KARE 11 News Sunrise $2,117.20 65717  >> refreshing  too? >> this is not refreshing. >>> earlier this week we told you about what causes red eyes in a swimming pool. not the chlorine  but what happens when the chlorine is
6/24/15 18:24  WFMJ (NBC)  Youngstown  OH  21 News 6 P.M. $3,344.99 64891  hospital's beeghly campus. according to the cdc  those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine. the
6/19/15 23:18  WESH-ORD (NBC)  Orlando  FL  WESH 2 News at 11pm $5,900.12 63621  know we have resolved the situation. >>> have you ever been swimming only to end up with red eyes? >> apparently that sting is not caused by chlorine.
6/25/15 9:27  WFLA-TB (NBC)  Tampa Bay  FL  Today $3,546.77 62555  you. it's 9:27. and before you get the trip kids ready for a trip to the pool  the red eyes they get  it's not caused by chlorine alone. the real answer  they're
6/24/15 6:21  KWTV-OKC (CBS)  Oklahoma City  OK  News 9 This Morning $1,678.16 59747  after swimming in a pool.. coming up in 30 minutes.. why experts say something much worse than chlorine is to blame for red eyes.. plus.. a group of children pulled from a tornado damaged
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6/23/15 16:36  KGW-POR (NBC)  Portland  OR  KGW News at 4 $3,369.30 58238  aimed at helping foster kids get ready for college. plus f you think the red eyes you get from being by the pool
6/23/15 16:43  KGW-POR (NBC)  Portland  OR  KGW News at 4 $3,369.30 58238  dissuade you from ever getting into a public pool again. of it has our producer. the cdc said that the red eyes you get from swimming in a pool  that's not from the
6/23/15 23:18  WGRZ-BUF (NBC)  Buffalo  NY  Channel 2 News $3,049.01 58010  organizations on further testing  regulatory issues and permits. if you think chlorine causes those red eyes you get from swimming pools  think again. the c-d-c says it's something
6/19/15 23:21  WTSP-TB (CBS)  Tampa Bay  FL  10 News at 11:00pm $5,058.71 57099  >> oh  boy. >>> and then there's this. >> at some point in life you probably have had red eyes after getting out of the pool. >> sure. we all have  right?
6/24/15 5:10  WRC-DC (NBC)  Washington  D.C.  News4 Today at 5 $2,857.68 56832  might want to reconsider what's in the water that could be causing your red eyes. and it's not the chlorine. >>> and an update on a prince
6/24/15 12:22  WTHR-IN (NBC)  Indianapolis  IN  Eyewitness News at Noon $2,598.08 55704  cancers. plus...what causes your eyes to get red when you go to the pool? it's not just chlorine. wait until you hear the real cause. and find out how living near busy traffic areas could
6/25/15 8:10  KMPH-FRES (FOX)  Fresno  CA  Great Day $1,376.49 55517  >>>kim stephens: tame the bread home with you. >> get ready to get grossed out. >> there's a reason people get red eyes when they swim in a pool and it's more than chlorine. >> according to a report  from the centers for disease control
6/23/15 22:23  KWWL-IOW (NBC)  Iowa City  IA  KWWL News at Ten $5,908.50 54214  but a new study by the center for disease control may make some think twice red eyes and stinging nasaly feeling you get when you leave the pool
6/24/15 17:27  WYFF (NBC)  Greenville  SC  WYFF News 4 @ 5pm $1,835.10 54143  do you get red eyes from swimming in pools? it's not all chlorine's fa the cdc says it's due to something more disgusting. the report reveals that chlorine
6/27/15 21:13  KDAF (CW)  Dallas  TX  NewsFix $9,365.37 53686  grandma was right all along.  the centers for disease control is now saying that if you get red eyes after going to the swimming pool  it's not just because of chlorine... it's actually due to the chemical mix formed
6/25/15 17:20  KPHO-PHX (CBS)  Phoenix  AZ  CBS 5 News at 5 $3,243.24 52440  >> it is the worst feeling  itchy red eyes after a day in the pool. brace your cells  it is not the
6/25/15 9:00  WDAF-KC (FOX)  Kansas City  MO  Fox 4 News at 9AM $1,161.57 52112  centers for disease control has a warning about irritants in the water. hear what health officials say really cause red eyes and skin irritation.
6/25/15 22:11  WJTV (CBS)  Jackson  MS  WJTV News at 10PM $10,150.95 51999  take frequent breaks could from taking a prevent you trip to the emergency room. speaking of pools  the c-d-c says your red eyes at the pool could be caused by urine in the water. officials say...
6/19/15 17:47  WESH-ORD (NBC)  Orlando  FL  WESH 2 News at 5pm $4,774.10 51924  support pediatric cancer awareness and research. >>> have you ever been swimming only to end up with red eyes? >> well apparently this is not caused by chlorine.
6/23/15 19:10  WAVE-LOU (NBC)  Louisville  KY  WAVE 3 7PM News $2,312.90 51810  the cdc before you go swimming in a pool. they say the red eyes isn't from chlorine. and more than two dozen places to get some
6/28/15 6:41  WBNS-CBO (CBS)  Columbus  OH  10TV News HD Weekend Mornings $986.70 51354  summer--don't forget the goggles. the eye burn that most associate with chlorine  the c-d-c now says is caused by urine. a recent release states that the
6/10/15 7:32  KSTU-SLC (FOX)  Salt Lake City  UT  FOX 13 News Good Day Utah at 7am $1,408.28 49189  ygt and according to a national steady  80 percent of the americans  blame the chlorine for causing red eyes and irritated skin but the real
6/25/15 23:16  WTVT-TB (FOX)  Tampa Bay  FL  FOX 13 11:00 News $6,386.34 48714  chlorine  exactly  it's urine. the cdc says that when it's combined with the chlorine  it turns into something called
6/26/15 5:47  WFSB-HFD (CBS)  Hartford-New Haven  CT  Eyewitness News at 5:30 AM $1,053.80 48077  ahead at 6 -- a day in the pool may leave you with burning red eyes... but health experts now say chlorine is not to blame. the
6/23/15 22:23  WPSD (NBC)  Paducah  KY  WPSD Local 6 at 10:00 $4,110.02 48051  don't cause red eyes. according to the centers for disease control and prevention -- the real problem is a combination of chlorine with body fluids
6/23/15 22:23  KTUU (NBC)  Anchorage  AK  Channel 2 News: Late Edition $6,917.25 47173  or how they worship. when swimming in pools many people experience red eyes - which was believed to be caused by chlorine. however a new report released by the cdc showes
6/24/15 17:17  KLTV (ABC)  Tyler  TX  East Texas News at 5pm $2,968.71 46939  the centers for disease control has dropped a gross swimming ... explaining why you get red eyes after spending time in the water. because ... it's not exactly the
6/22/15 6:26  WAPT (ABC)  Jackson  MS  WAPT 6 AM News $841.61 46725  mind at the pool. you know how sometimes you end up with red eyes after swimming? a lot of people think it's because of the
6/26/15 5:46  KTVU-SF (FOX)  San Francisco  CA  KTVU Channel Two Morning News $3,532.45 46344  swimming pools could keep you out of the water. the cdc says the red eyes you
6/23/15 22:09  KAIT (ABC)  Jonesboro  AR  Region 8 News @ 10P $25,163.40 46259  other parts of the country- are cleaning up- after a day a severe weather- a look at the damage- next at ten. plus- swimming red eyes... the reason your eyes are getting red while taking a dip in the pool... and
6/23/15 18:41  WOAI-SAT (NBC)  San Antonio  TX  News 4 WOAI @ 6:30pm $3,566.06 45801  today people are picking up after the mess and neighbors are coming together helping each other out. >>> the red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by the chlorine we're told.
6/26/15 8:11  WPIX-TV (WB)  New York  NY  PIX11 Morning News $2,709.00 45287  get red eyes after swimming in the pool? as a parent you think it is
6/26/15 22:47  KOAT-ABQ (ABC)  Albuquerque  NM  Action 7 News Live at 10:30pm $5,761.27 43749  in january  worth $15 million. swimming pools are a summer favorite. irritated red eyes after swimming not so much. but the real cause of eye irritation might surprise you.
6/24/15 6:07  KARE-MIN (NBC)  Minneapolis  MN  KARE 11 News Sunrise $1,838.48 43586  project. $500 000 still needs to be raised in order for the work to start. >>> it turns out that the red eyes you get sometimes when you go into the swimming pool  not
6/25/15 7:44  KTVK-PHX  Phoenix  AZ  Good Morning Arizona $2,045.73 43410  well... it has to do with your swimming pool... and what Ã¡reallyÃ¡ causes red eyes... it's not what you think... here's heidi with the details
6/25/15 16:24  KFOR-OKC (NBC)  Oklahoma City  OK  4 O'Clock News on NewsChannel 4 $1,574.38 43386  head and neck cancers... yesterday's big news about swimming pools was that red eyes are caused by urine...not chlorine... today - another health warning
6/25/15 6:37  WFLA-TB (NBC)  Tampa Bay  FL  News Ch8 Today at 6AM $1,755.89 42526  >>> an 8 on your side warning before you get the kids ready for the pool  listen to this. those red eyes they get are not
6/19/15 18:21  KATC (ABC)  Lafayette  LA  TV-3 News $2,607.93 41591  for themselves. the centers for disease control and prevention says those red eyes you get from swimming aren't caused by chlorine. the cdc says the chlorine binding to the cdc says the chlorine binding to
6/25/15 22:40  WFLX (FOX)  West Palm Beach  FL  Fox 29 Ten O'Clock News $5,732.38 41580  changes are made- including hiring a fact checker. ever get red eyes after swimming in the pool?guess what?it's not from chlorine! the real things that's burning
6/30/15 6:08  WSET (ABC)  Roanoke  VA  Good Morning Virginia $1,132.89 41017  >>  still to come  the red eyes youhave after getting out of the pool are the result of
6/23/15 22:25  KAIT (ABC)  Jonesboro  AR  Region 8 News @ 10P $22,049.78 40094  with the heat index in the triple digits ... no  wold blame you for wanting to get into a cool pool. but the c-d-c says the red eyes you get while swimming... aren't caused by chlorine but by
6/24/15 12:17  KUSA-DEN (NBC)  Denver  CO  9News at Noon $3,614.00 39906  >> serene  though. >> it looked nice. looked very nice. >>> speaking of pools  the cdc is saying the red eyes you get when you swim are not from the
6/26/15 17:49  WSYR (ABC)  Syracuse  NY  News Channel 9 at 5:30 $2,122.38 39780  heat  but it can also end with those familiar  red  itchy eyes. now  a new report from the cdc suggests it is not the chlorine that is responsible for the red eyes.
6/23/15 19:25  WAVE-LOU (NBC)  Louisville  KY  WAVE 3 7PM News $2,137.16 39066  be required to purchase a booster seat according toj( the c-d-c  those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine but by
8/1/15 22:06  WCIA (CBS)  Champaign  IL  WCIA 3 News at 10:00 $2,668.18 38314  a dip in the pool. but wherever you go  you may want to question how clean the water is there?the centers for disease control says reports of illnesses associated with swimming are increasing.
6/26/15 17:24  KTBS-SHV (ABC)  Shreveport  LA  KTBS 3 News at Five $1,942.88 38196  swimming pools-- they're a summer favorite. irritated red eyes after swimming... not so much. but the real cause of eye irritation
6/24/15 17:54  WVIT-HFD (NBC)  Hartford-New Haven  CT  NBC CT News 5:30pm $1,679.58 38009  reported involving children under the age of 5. those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine but by something much more disgusting. report by the cdc
6/23/15 18:45  KOB-ABQ (NBC)  Albuquerque  NM  Eyewitness News 4 @ 6:30 $2,146.35 37935  i'm steve handelsman  nbc news  washington. the cdc is saying tonight....the red eyes you get from being in a swimming pool aren't caused entirely by the chlorine.
6/23/15 17:48  WTVJ-MIA (NBC)  Miami  FL  NBC 6 South Florida News at 5:30pm $3,484.25 37845  centers for disease control says chlorine is not to blame for red eyes  it's urine.
6/26/15 6:00  KPNX-PHX (NBC)  Phoenix  AZ  12 News Today $1,954.71 37841  your help. america's next fitness star. >>> do you get red eyes from swim in the pool. >> don't blame the chlorine.



6/23/15 22:21  WMTV (NBC)  Madison  WI  NBC 15 News $4,061.22 37192  2018... if all goes well. according to the c-d-c  those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine but by something
6/25/15 22:19  WISC (CBS)  Madison  WI  News 3 at 10 $4,182.13 36797  some pretty spectacular shots. the red eyes you get from swimming... well guess what... they're not entirely by
6/19/15 23:10  WNCT-GRENC (CBS)  Greenville  NC  9 On Your Side News @ 11p $2,615.13 36784  newsquad. and what s in the water that you re swimming in. breaking the myth of chlorine causing red eyes later. ad lib toss to first alert forecast
6/19/15 23:19  WNCT-GRENC (CBS)  Greenville  NC  9 On Your Side News @ 11p $2,615.13 36784  the c-d-c also released a report...about why you get red eyes swimming in the water. it credits urine and sweat and other
6/26/15 17:15  KOAT-ABQ (ABC)  Albuquerque  NM  Action 7 News Live at 5:00 $1,428.54 36727  >> you are watching koat action 7 news live at 5:00. royale: swimming pools are a summer favorite. irritated red eyes after swimming  not so much. but the real cause of eye irritation might surprise you.
6/24/15 12:43  WOOD-GR (NBC)  Grand Rapids  MI  News 8 at Noon $1,232.91 36658  getting a free test  call the ottawa county health department to set up an appointment. according to the c-d-c  those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine but by something much
6/23/15 22:15  KVLY (NBC)  Fargo  ND  Valley News Live @ 10 $5,257.02 36123  healthier me... according to the c-d-c.... those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine but by something much more disgusting. the report reveals that chlorine
6/24/15 9:05  WTTE-CBO (FOX)  Columbus  OH  Good Day Columbus $1,029.50 36002  >> this grosses me out. >> if you get in the pool and get out and have red eyes when you get out  it's not the
6/9/15 17:14  KTVX-SLC (ABC)  Salt Lake City  UT  ABC 4 Utah News at 5:00pm $754.00 35842  department is de-bunking a common myth. according to a survey... 85- percent of americans believe chlorine in pool water causes itchy... red eyes. but that isn't actually the
6/9/15 17:15  KTVX-SLC (ABC)  Salt Lake City  UT  ABC 4 Utah News at 5:00pm $754.00 35842  causes things like red eyes  irritation of the skin  mucus membranes  may even cause
6/26/15 17:16  KIII (ABC)  Corpus Christi  TX  3 News @ 5:00 PM $1,722.00 35119  swim this weekend...and don't like your eyes getting red...listen up. a new report from the cdc suggests it is not the chlorine that is responsible for the red eyes. the true culprit brace yourself the chemicals that form
6/23/15 17:27  WNYT (NBC)  Albany  NY  Newschannel 13 Live @ 5 $1,683.72 34929  status  not viagra. and blame your body  not just chlorine for those red eyes you get from swimming pools.
6/24/15 12:50  WSAZ (NBC)  Charleston  WV  WSAZ NewsChannel 3 Midday $1,374.12 34103  means an awful lot of people head out to the pool. but a new report from the c.d.c. is revealing that the red eyes you get from swimming in the pool aren't caused from chlorine
6/25/15 22:34  WRGT (FOX)  Dayton  OH  FOX 45 News at 10 $3,026.44 33604  >>> a revelation about swimming pool water has some of us acingic. the burning red eyes you sometimes get turns out it isn't
6/28/15 6:41  KTNV-LV (ABC)  Las Vegas  NV  Good Morning Las Vegas @ 6AM $1,163.68 33353  summer  but the irritated itchy eyes after swimming... not so much.. but the real cause of your red eyes might surprise you. with more  here's abc news
6/25/15 22:00  WIFR (CBS)  Rockford  IL  23 News Update at Ten $3,152.42 32787  need to know.. hours after hopping out of the pool.. and speaking of swimming.. the stronger the chlorine smell.. the more .. you're probably not going to want to get in the water.. what it
6/26/15 17:48  WPEC (CBS)  West Palm Beach  FL  CBS 12 News---5:30 $1,476.83 32586  to know if you ounanor a cesspool. the cdc says the cleanest pulls have no smell at all. the chlorine smell is not the
6/23/15 22:40  WVBT-NFK (FOX)  Norfolk  VA  WVBT Local News $3,680.78 31041  goggles when you go to the pool. the c-d-c says: it's not chlorine that gives you red eyes-- it's from the other stuff floating in the water. that includes sweat and
6/23/15 17:14  KRNV (NBC)  Reno  NV  News 4 at 5 $1,641.44 30797  nearly 34 million vehicles. (shelby)>> according to the cdc  those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine but by something much more disgusting.
6/29/15 17:37  WFMY (CBS)  Greensboro  NC  2 Wants to Know $994.56 30040  and can you tell me why red eye happens during pool time? no  it's not the chlorine. your red eyes can be an indicator of something else that's in the pool.
6/11/15 12:19  KFSM (CBS)  Fort Smith  AR  5NEWS at Noon $1,875.68 29916  87 percent of americans blamed chlorine for causing red eyes and irritated skin. but health departments say the real cause is people peeing in the pool.
6/20/15 7:12  WDIV-DET (NBC)  Detroit  MI  Local 4 News Morning $1,633.26 29332  weather has everyone heading to the pool. but you might want to think twice about diving in right now. apparently those red eyes you get while swimming isn't actually from the chlorine  it's
6/25/15 4:06  KLAS-LV (CBS)  Las Vegas  NV  8 News Now at 4 AM $882.44 29051  this morning  for people trying to stay cool by taking a dip. more people are reporting red eyes after going for a swim. it's not just because of the chlorine.
6/25/15 6:17  KMPH-FRES (FOX)  Fresno  CA  Great Day $971.30 28777  kim>> get ready to get grossed out. there's a reason people get red eyes when they swim in a pool  and it's more than just the chlorine.
6/26/15 7:14  WZTV-NAS (FOX)  Nashville  TN  FOX17 This Morning $463.66 28343  i feel like i'm the bearer of bad news  bob. so again  a lot of people  after they swim in the pool  they get red eyes. either dry or itchy. you think it's the chlorine. not the case.
6/23/15 22:14  WVTM-BIRM (NBC)  Birmingham  AL  Ala 13 News @ 10pm $5,587.56 28018  right now but experts say the technology is promising. according to the c-d-c  those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren t caused by chlorine but by something much more
6/29/15 17:24  WDIO (ABC)  Duluth  MN  Eyewitness News at Five $689.85 27313  swimming pools swimming pools are a summer favorite. irritated red eyes after swimming... not so much. but the real cause of eye irritation after a
6/26/15 8:03  WZTV-NAS (FOX)  Nashville  TN  FOX17 This Morning $593.14 26887  lay out  go swimming  and enjoy their pool time. now  the problem is we're finding out that the red eyes is actually caused by the chlorine  but there's a key factor here.
6/25/15 18:08  WQAD-DAV (ABC)  Davenport  IA  WQAD News 8 at 6 $1,828.61 26764  year's iowa state fair. plus-- don't blame chlorine... the new study about red eyes and pools .. that may have you buying a new pair of goggles... ahead on news eight at six.
6/23/15 17:21  KSNT (NBC)  Topeka  KS  KSNT News at 5pm $1,790.55 26292  can find a link to it on our website...k-s- n-t dot com and clicking on news links. ### ever get red eyes from swimming... we'll it's not from the chlorine in the
6/20/15 1:59  WDIV-DET (NBC)  Detroit  MI  Local 4 News at 11 $1,074.65 26159  standby. with the hotter whether you are heading for the pool with the rooney fingers red eyes. now the cdc is saying red eyes are not claws caused by chlorine but wait for it
6/24/15 5:46  KPRC-HOU (NBC)  Houston  TX  KPRC Channel 2 News Today 5:30AM $1,928.36 25524  are hitting the pool  but be careful which pool you choose to jump into. >> so this is my read. the c.d.c. says those red eyes you get from the pools may not be from the chlorine that you
6/25/15 16:56  KXTV-SAC (ABC)  Sacramento  CA  The Ellen DeGeneres Show $1,506.54 25450  >>> do you swim a lot maybe get red eyes. >> turns out it may be a lot more disgusting than chlorine. we're diving in
6/23/15 23:29  WWLP-SPR (NBC)  Springfield  MA  22News at 11PM $3,174.62 24801  expensive. the cdc says those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine.. but by something
6/25/15 9:05  KABB-SAT (FOX)  San Antonio  TX  Daytime @ Nine $1,841.48 24575  >> that is what is making your eyes red. note chlorine. how many times have you been in the pool you are that one
6/26/15 6:44  KVIA (ABC)  El Paso  TX  Good Morning El Paso $793.95 24507  do you ever feel like you have burning red eyes after your done with the pool?
6/9/15 17:09  KSTU-SLC (FOX)  Salt Lake City  UT  FOX 13 News at Five $912.50 24398  salt lake county health dept. 3:07 - 3:33 "peeing in the pool is not cool because when you pee in the pool you actually reduce the chlorine that is in that water that helps keep people safe and as the urine that contains nitrogen
6/25/15 23:18  WATE (ABC)  Knoxville  TN  WATE Six News at Eleven $1,272.57 24151  a lot of people talking about this new report tonight from the c-d-c..... scientists say getting red eyes at the pool is caused by urine  not chlorine.
6/10/15 6:09  KSTU-SLC (FOX)  Salt Lake City  UT  FOX 13 News Good Day Utah at 6am $715.16 23838  pool healthy  according to a national study  87 percent of americans blamed the chlorine for causing red eyes  but the real cause is the people peing
6/26/15 5:18  KIRO-SEA (CBS)  Seattle  WA  KIRO 7 Eyewitness News at 5am $996.40 23297  world wide attention the course got from the us open. it turns out -- it's not chlorine that makes your eyes red when you take a dip in your local po.
6/26/15 17:42  WCJB (ABC)  Gainesville  FL  WCJB TV 20 News: 5:30 PM $1,803.59 22962  red  itchy eyes. now  a new report from the cdc suggests it is not the chlorine that is responsible for the red eyes. the true culprit brace yourself the
6/24/15 5:25  WOAI-SAT (NBC)  San Antonio  TX  News 4 WOAI Today @ 5a $779.42 22944  >> thank you  jeannette. for your health  something that's going to make you go eww. not that you want to know but the cause of red eyes when you're swimming is not a
6/23/15 17:25  KNVN-CR (NBC)  Chico/Redding  CA  Action News Now @ 5pm $1,053.98 22557  in the pool.. this story may have you thinking twice. according to the c-d-c... those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by
6/26/15 11:35  WVTM-BIRM (NBC)  Birmingham  AL  Ala 13 News @ 11am $722.16 22473  there is a major ick factor when it comes to the reason for red eyes after being in the swimming
6/26/15 6:51  WPEC (CBS)  West Palm Beach  FL  CBS12 News This Morning 6AM $778.75 22397  the cdc says the clean pool have no smell at all. the chlorine smell is not



6/26/15 17:38  KOLO (ABC)  Reno  NV  KOLO 8 News Now @ 5:30PM $1,171.99 21754  problems should contact their dealer. ?do you ever get-- itchy red eyes--- after swimming? a new study reveals--- it's not from the chlorine. the real culprit-- might
6/26/15 17:42  KOLO (ABC)  Reno  NV  KOLO 8 News Now @ 5:30PM $1,171.99 21754  the cdc suggests it is not the chlorine that is
6/29/15 17:24  KSWO (ABC)  Wichita Falls  TX  7 News $1,421.00 21668  from the summer heat  but it can also end with those familiar  red  itchy eyes. now  a new report from the cdc suggests it's not the chlorine that is responsible for the red eyes but the chemicals
6/24/15 6:20  KAIT (ABC)  Jonesboro  AR  Good Morning Region 8 at 6AM $1,578.10 21138  triple digits... no one would blame you for wanting to get into a cool pool. but the c-d-c says the red eyes you get while swimming... aren't caused by chlorine but by something much more
6/26/15 5:17  WDSU-NO (NBC)  New Orleans  LA  WDSU News Early This Morning $475.61 20773  revelation on swimming pools has some people saying yet. the red eyes from the pool do
6/23/15 16:53  KSHB-KC (NBC)  Kansas City  MO  The Now KC $971.36 20662  if you have to.and inspect where your pets sleep. (alyson)here's something else to watch out for -- those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine -- but by something
6/26/15 5:17  KTVT-DAL (CBS)  Dallas  TX  CBS 11 News This Morning at 5am $1,346.73 20133  after a day at the pool. many of us assume it's from the chlorine. new information from the cdc said it's not entirely true.
7/17/15 11:38  KSL-SLC (NBC)  Salt Lake City  UT  Studio 5 $604.38 19982  swimmers have returned home from the pool with red eyes  skin irritation or even
9/4/15 11:38  KSL-SLC (NBC)  Salt Lake City  UT  Studio 5 $604.38 19982  swimmers have returned home from the pool with red eyes  skin irritation or even diarrhea  it may be tame to
6/19/15 22:17  CW18 WKCF  Orlando  FL  WESH 2 News on CW18 $3,516.80 19778  injuries. the truck driver was ticked for careless driving. >>> have you ever been swimming only to end up with red eyes? >> no  never. >> apparently they aren't caused
6/11/15 6:13  KFSM (CBS)  Fort Smith  AR  5NEWS This Morning at 6 AM $899.10 19526  according to a national study  87 percent of americans blamed chlorine for causing red eyes and irritated skin. but health departments say the real cause
6/29/15 11:47  KLTV (ABC)  Tyler  TX  East Texas News Midday $1,455.98 19109  swimming pools a summer favorite. irritated red eyes after swimming... not so much. but the real cause of eye irritation after a
6/24/15 21:24  KDAF (CW)  Dallas  TX  NewsFix $4,877.97 18683  grandma was right all along.  the centers for disease control is now saying that if you get red eyes after going to the swimming pool  it's not just because of
6/10/15 5:46  KSTU-SLC (FOX)  Salt Lake City  UT  FOX 13 News Good Day Utah at 5:30am $620.16 18543  all have to do our part" a national survey was recently conducted. and it concluded that 87 percent of americans thought red eyes and itchy skin were caused by chlorine. but
6/24/15 6:26  WCNC-CLT (NBC)  Charlotte  NC  NBC Charlotte @ 6:00 $881.28 18516  >>> welcome back. in your health news this morning if you think chlorine causes those red eyes you get from swimming pools  think again. the cdc says that it's actually
6/30/15 5:14  WHTM-HAR (ABC)  Harrisburg  PA  ABC27 News Daybreak at 5:00 AM $420.42 18311  morning-- irritated  red eyes after swimming. you may think it's the chlorine... but the real cause may surprise
6/23/15 18:12  KGNS (NBC)  Laredo  TX  KGNS News at 6 PM $2,539.37 18079  what health officials are saying about the beach water there. and those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't exactly caused by chlorine --but by something much more
6/23/15 18:18  KGNS (NBC)  Laredo  TX  KGNS News at 6 PM $2,539.37 18079  chlorine is not the cause for your red eyes when you go for a swim. the report reveals that chlorine forms irritants when
8/1/15 18:05  WCIA (CBS)  Champaign  IL  WCIA 3 News at 6:00 $1,067.85 17536  a dip in the pool. but wherever you go  you may want to question how clean the water is there?the centers for disease control says reports of illnesses associated with swimming are increasing.
6/26/15 17:08  KBMT (ABC)  Beaumont  TX  Channel 12 News at 5 $998.55 17458  developing story coming up on "world news" at 5:30. later on 12 news ... what really causes the red eyes you get from swimming in a pool. it's not the chlorine ... but
6/25/15 17:17  WPBN (NBC)  Traverse City  MI  7&4 News at 5PM $823.60 17290  it before. don't open your eyes when you're swimming in a pool. vo most of us have probably dealt with itchy red eyes after ignoring that advice too. chlorine often gets the blame.
6/25/15 17:20  WPBN (NBC)  Traverse City  MI  7&4 News at 5PM $823.60 17290  act the past three years. vo kristen kristen according to the centers for disease control -- those red eyes you get from swimming pools are caused by something much more disgusting
7/2/15 16:50  WCPO-CIN (ABC)  Cincinnati  OH  The Now Cincinnati $970.14 17064  it's a story that made headlines a few weeks ago ... making a lot of us cringe. turns out it's not the chlorine in the pool that turns your eyes red after a swim ... it's 'urine and feces.
6/26/15 5:50  KVIA (ABC)  El Paso  TX  Good Morning El Paso $593.40 16897  minutes.s do you ever feel like you have burning red eyes after your done with the pool?
6/27/15 22:20  WTOK (ABC)  Meridian  MS  Newscenter 11 at 10 $4,144.46 16876  familiar  red  itchy eyes. now  a new report from the cdc suggests it is not the chlorine that is responsible for the red eyes. the true culprit brace yourself the chemicals that form  when
6/23/15 22:23  KFDX (NBC)  Wichita Falls  TX  KFDX 3 News at 10 $3,047.03 16822  doctors should not be concerned they cause melanoma. (--gwyn--)        according to the cdc  those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine.
6/24/15 5:48  WVTM-BIRM (NBC)  Birmingham  AL  Ala 13 News @ 5:30am $511.86 16629  with a credential used by a federal contractor. cording to the c-d-c  those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren t caused by chlorine
8/1/15 5:44  WBBM-CHI (CBS)  Chicago  IL  CBS 2 Saturday Morning News $646.64 16585  extra clean. according to the centers for disease control  the stronger the chlorine smell  the more urine could be in the pool and
6/26/15 6:17  WATE (ABC)  Knoxville  TN  Good Morning Tennessee at 6am $666.72 16492  a lot of people talking about a new report released from the centers for disease control.... where scientists say getting red eyes at the pool is not caused by chlorine in the water.
6/24/15 22:39  WPFO (FOX)  Portland  ME  FOX23 News at Ten $1,903.94 16250  jeff barn reporting. >> if you get red eyes while in a pool do not blame the chlorine.
6/23/15 22:22  KSNB  Lincoln  NE  NBC Nebraska News at Ten $2,996.47 15758  according to the c-d-c  those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine... but by something much more disgusting.
6/24/15 6:13  KRNV (NBC)  Reno  NV  News 4---Today $551.29 15418  centers for disease control says... those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine but by something much more disgusting.
6/24/15 16:45  WVEC-NFK (ABC)  Norfolk  VA  13 News @ 4 $1,046.64 15380  the environmental pools are 100-percent natural  with the chemical being completely removed. instead of chlorine  the pools have plants like lilies and lily pads built into a
6/24/15 17:46  WTVM (ABC)  Columbus  GA  WTVM Newsleader 9 @ 5:30 $974.11 15174  according to the centers for disease control and prevention... those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine but by something much more
6/30/15 6:22  KSWO (ABC)  Wichita Falls  TX  7 News: Good Morning Texoma $541.53 15170  can also end with those familiar  red  itchy eyes. now  a new report from the cdc suggests it's not the chlorine that is responsible for the red eyes but the chemicals
6/29/15 11:12  KNXV-PHX (ABC)  Phoenix  AZ  ABC15 News at 11AM $1,344.25 15027  issues. that's the reason why you should change your filter regularly. >>> well  it turns out chlorine is not what causes red eyes when
7/3/15 16:24  WVTM-BIRM (NBC)  Birmingham  AL  Ala 13 News @ 4 PM $451.28 14466  card offers. swimming pools are a summer favorite. but irritated red eyes after swimming... not so much. but as royale da
6/23/15 17:25  WECT (NBC)  Wilmington  NC  WECT News at 5 $823.90 14400  love boat" and "family guy." a lot of you or your kids always get red eyes from swimming
6/23/15 17:11  KTTC (NBC)  Rochester  MN  NewsCenter at Five $671.08 14388  >> according to the cdc  those red eyes you get from swimming pools
6/24/15 6:46  KSBY-SBA (NBC)  Santa Barbara  CA  KSBY News Daybreak at 5a $531.50 13962  see if the therapy works long- term. ############ many think that those red eyes you get after a summer swim are just a result of chlorine irritation... but the center for disease
7/15/15 7:34  WHSV (ABC)  Harrisonburg  VA  Good Morning America $1,361.60 13851  right precautions when you go....to avoid getting sick. doctors say many people have had stomach aches or red eyes after they go for a swim...and
7/15/15 7:34  WHSV (ABC)  Harrisonburg  VA  Good Morning America $1,361.60 13851  a recent report shows the reason could have to do with a parasite living in the water... that is resistant to chlorine. according to staff with the centers for disease control....
6/23/15 16:20  WFIE (NBC)  Evansville  IN  14 News at 4:00PM $737.78 13843  researchers say they've found a new way to identify and possibly stop the progression of many late stage cancers. the story  next. and  if you've ever had red eyes after a long day of swimming  you're not alone...but chlorine isn't
6/23/15 16:25  WFIE (NBC)  Evansville  IN  14 News at 4:00PM $737.78 13843  drugs  which are very expensive. according to the cdc  those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine but by
6/26/15 17:38  WJBF (ABC)  Augusta  GA  WJBF News Channel 6 at 5:30 $823.20 13727  he is making history in another way  we'll tell you how.... and if you have ever gotten red eyes from chlorine in a swimming pool? the real reson why may have you



6/9/15 22:40  KTVX-SLC (ABC)  Salt Lake City  UT  Jimmy Kimmel Live $2,158.83 12976  is not a communal bathtub  this is a swimming pool." so your red eyes are caused by a
6/23/15 23:22  WICU (NBC)  Erie  PA  Twelve News at Eleven $2,421.90 12958  to the market soon at an estimated price of 50 dolrs. ###            according to the cdc  those red eyes you get from swimming pls aren't
6/25/15 4:37  WFLA-TB (NBC)  Tampa Bay  FL  News Ch8 Today at 4:30AM $443.78 12858  this morning. before you get your kids ready for a trip to the pool  listen to this. the red eyes are not caused by chlorine alone. the real answer may gross you
6/26/15 17:08  WTVO (ABC)  Rockford  IL  Eyewitness News Local at 5 $658.67 12503  and the confederate flag. ((mimi)) plus... pool season means itchy red eyes for many swimmers. why expert say the culprit may not be in the chlorine. ((nick))
6/26/15 17:12  WTVO (ABC)  Rockford  IL  Eyewitness News Local at 5 $658.67 12503  ((mimi)) going to the swimming pool -- for many a summertime favorite... but they can also cause irritated red eyes. and the real cause of the irritation may surprise you.... here's dr. timothy
6/26/15 15:10  WFSB-HFD (CBS)  Hartford-New Haven  CT  Better Connecticut $659.75 12240  >> and so true. >> your pool might be filled with a lot more than chlorine. we have known this before i can turn a blind eye but now the
6/26/15 7:17  WRGT (FOX)  Dayton  OH  Fox 45 in the Morning $380.80 12036  germs in the water and you know what that means. pink  red eyes when you come out of the pool. try to teach the kids about not
6/29/15 11:14  WGNO-NO (ABC)  New Orleans  LA  WGNO News at 11 $379.72 11949  heat  but it can also end with those familiar  red  itchy eyes. now  a new report from the cdc suggests it is not the chlorine that is responsible for the red eyes. the true culprit brace yourself
6/26/15 5:38  WSET (ABC)  Roanoke  VA  Good Morning Virginia $434.12 11260  about water in the swimming pool.. may leave you feeling really grossed out.     those red eyes - may not be coming from the chlorine.     the cdc says they actually come from the chemical mixing with urine. that comes from a new
6/25/15 22:48  WCCB  Charlotte  NC  WCCB News Edge $2,228.09 11201  quality and health council. i'm wondering how come it took this long to find this out. we're hoping it's chlorine  right? >> we're hoping it's sweat.
6/26/15 6:57  KDVR-DEN (FOX)  Denver  CO  Good Day Colorado $462.76 11128  about this pair of violent attacks. red eyes burning sometimes after you get out of the pool.
6/24/15 6:28  KNVN-CR (NBC)  Chico/Redding  CA  Wake Up! $329.60 11013  alyssa alyssa if you're planning to beat the heat by taking a dip in the pool.. this story may have you thinking twice. vo according to the c-d-c... those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine... but by something
6/29/15 16:25  KSWO (ABC)  Wichita Falls  TX  7 News @ 4P $725.90 10771  can also end with those familiar  red  itchy eyes. now  a new report from the cdc suggests it's not the chlorine that is responsible for the red eyes but the chemicals
7/15/15 8:36  WHSV (ABC)  Harrisonburg  VA  Good Morning America $661.90 10742  right precautions when you go....to avoid getting sick. doctors say many people have had stomach aches or red eyes after they go for a swim...and a recent report shows the
6/24/15 11:22  WVIT-HFD (NBC)  Hartford-New Haven  CT  NBC CT News Today at 11am $928.67 10699  children under the age of 5. those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine but by something much more disgusting.
6/26/15 23:04  KDRV (ABC)  Medford  OR  NewsWatch 12 at 11:00 $880.44 10558  into a pool  scientists believe they have found why people often come out of pools with red eyes. the eye irratitant is not the cholrine in the pool but the chlorine bound to
6/23/15 22:11  WSYM (FOX)  Lansing  MI  FOX 47 News at 10 $1,922.96 10551  there's much more ahead on the news at ten... after the break... the culprit behind those red eyes you get in the swimming pool -- and it's a far more disgusting source than
6/30/15 5:56  KVUE-AUS (ABC)  Austin  TX  KVUE News Daybreak $521.38 10492  irriitated red eyes afterwards ... not so much. a new c-d-c report suggests it is not chlorine that is responsible for the red eyes. the true culprit.......
6/26/15 4:51  WATE (ABC)  Knoxville  TN  Good Morning Tennessee at 4:30am $307.24 10108  a lot of people talking about a new report released from the centers for disease control....where scientists say getting red eyes at the pool is not caused by chlorine in the water.
6/24/15 5:19  WSFA (NBC)  Montgomery  AL  Alabama Today $404.95 10033  president. still ahead this morning... what the c-d-c says is causing you to get "red eyes" at the pool.... and it's not chlorine. plus a 12 news defenders
6/24/15 5:24  WSFA (NBC)  Montgomery  AL  Alabama Today $404.95 10033  according to the centers for disease control and prevention... those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine but by something much more disgusting.
6/24/15 5:20  WWLP-SPR (NBC)  Springfield  MA  22News at 5AM $554.40 9947  research is needed to see if the effects last over the long-term. the cdc says those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused
6/24/15 22:47  WPFO (FOX)  Portland  ME  FOX23 News at Ten $1,133.17 9627  chlorine mixed with sweat  urine and waste from swimmers is what leads to the red eyes. the cdc says the irat that particular times tend to be
6/10/15 11:25  KSTU-SLC (FOX)  Salt Lake City  UT  FOX 13 News Live at 11 $808.08 9504  but health officials in salt lake county want to remind you that peeing in the pool is not cool. the county says chlorine can only do so much  and it's
6/24/15 4:51  WOAI-SAT (NBC)  San Antonio  TX  News 4 WOAI Today at 4:30AM $469.56 9465  day. >>> something that's going to make you go ugh  not that you want to know  but the cause of red eyes when swimming is not the chlorine  it's urine.
6/24/15 11:22  KTEN (NBC)  Sherman  TX  KTEN News Midday $310.77 9427  until the water quality improves. they'll continue to test the water each day. according to the cdc  those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine but by something
6/29/15 4:55  KVUE-AUS (ABC)  Austin  TX  KVUE News Daybreak at 4:30AM $577.64 9250  heading down to the swimming pool on a really hot day. but one of the downers of pool time is irritated red eyes. if you think it's from the chlorine alone -- think again.
6/26/15 1:20  WTVT-TB (FOX)  Tampa Bay  FL  FOX 13 11:00 News $996.44 9197  chlorine xa e ectly  it's urine. the cdc says that when it's combined with the chlorine  it turns into something called
6/23/15 17:20  KTEN (NBC)  Sherman  TX  KTEN News at 5 $261.35 8954  able to act effectively according to cdc those red eyes you get from swimming pools are caused by chlorine to buy something much more
6/26/15 17:20  KCAU (ABC)  Sioux City  IA  ABC9 News at 5pm $512.88 8939  may not be because of the chlorine used to clean the pools here's abc news senior medical contributor dr. timothy johnson.
6/24/15 11:19  KTVD (MyTV)  Denver  CO  9News at 11am $909.06 8911  supposed to  great. but most of the pools  probably not. >> speaking of pools. the red eyes that you get in the pool are not caused by chlorine as commonly thought.
6/24/15 5:16  KGW-POR (NBC)  Portland  OR  KGW News at Sunrise at 5 AM $569.16 8893  next story. you know how sometimes you get red eyes from swimming? turns out it's not from the
6/23/15 22:28  WSYM (FOX)  Lansing  MI  FOX 47 News at 10 $1,499.16 8842  "this is a huge step. we have to understand what is behind this process to attack it effectively." those red eyes you get from swimming in pools isn't actually caused by the chlorine -- but by something
6/23/15 22:16  KYMA (NBC)  Yuma  AZ  NBC Newschannel 11 Nightside $2,044.38 8744  risk of death in the two years after a heart attack. according to the c-d-c  those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren t caused by chlorine but by something much more disgusting.
7/30/15 1:24  WBBM-CHI (CBS)  Chicago  IL  CBS 2 News at 10PM $338.39 8684  perfect for spending the day at the pool  but how clien is the water there? the centers for disease control says reports of illnesses associated with swimming are
6/23/15 22:15  KXJB (CBS)  Fargo  ND  Valley News Live @ 10 $1,364.48 8671  healthier me... according to the c-d-c.... those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine but by something much more disgusting.
6/25/15 5:25  WXIN-IN (FOX)  Indianapolis  IN  FOX 59 Morning News at 5AM $236.00 8382  coincidence that the word pool starts with "p." the centers for disease control is explaining why you get red eyes after going to the swimming pool. it's not just because of chlorine. it's actually due
6/24/15 12:25  WJHG (NBC)  Panama City  FL  Days of Our Lives $300.48 8381  the effects last over the long- term. according to the cdc  those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine but by something much more disgusting.
6/29/15 17:14  KERO-BFL (ABC)  Bakersfield  CA  23 News at 5 $341.06 8255  chlorine was behind their red  t new research found it's not always the case. 23abc's lia steinberg has
6/25/15 5:38  WTVR-RIC (CBS)  Richmond  VA  CBS 6 Early Morning News $234.59 8115  performers donated their time to help raise money to benefit stephanie's two young boys. stephanie passed away earlier this month after battling cancer. the money raised will go towards a college fund. red eyes --
6/25/15 17:13  KAVU (ABC)  Victoria  TX  Newscenter 25 @ 5 $6,090.93 7959  as pools open across the country  swimmers may find they end up with red
6/24/15 6:28  KHSL-CR (CBS)  Chico/Redding  CA  Wake Up! $316.00 7930  alyssa alyssa if you're planning to beat the heat by taking a dip in the pool.. this story may have you thinking twice. vo according to the c-d-c... those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine... but by something
6/30/15 5:23  KSWO (ABC)  Wichita Falls  TX  Good Morning Texoma at 5A $308.52 7846  can also end with those familiar  red  itchy eyes. now  a new report from the cdc suggests it's not the chlorine that is responsible for the red eyes but the chemicals
6/24/15 12:45  WWLP-SPR (NBC)  Springfield  MA  22News at 12 Noon $532.65 7791  outdoor furniture  party supplies and coolers. on the healthwatch next...there's a reason you get red eyes when you're swimming in a pool...and it's not just the chlorine.
6/24/15 12:49  WWLP-SPR (NBC)  Springfield  MA  22News at 12 Noon $532.65 7791  with their physician ..before beginning any exercise program. the cdc says those red eyes you get from swimming pools... aren't



6/25/15 5:56  WPBN (NBC)  Traverse City  MI  7&4 News Today $481.20 7701  chronological age. vo melissa melissa according to the centers for disease control -- those red eyes you get from swimming pools are caused by something much more disgusting than pool chemicals.
6/22/15 5:48  WTLV-JAX (NBC)  Jacksonville  FL  Good Morning Jacksonville Sunrise $434.70 7586  breakfast for this next story. at some point in your life  you've probably had red eyes after getting out of the pool.      but chlorine is not the reason.      according to
6/23/15 17:24  KNDO (NBC)  Yakima  WA  Local News @ 5 $446.31 7499  skinny jeans ... do make sure they're not too tight! those red eyes you get according to the cdc  from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine but by something much more disgusting.
6/25/15 6:20  KBJR (NBC)  Duluth  MN  KBJR 6 and Range 11 News Today $222.30 7499  swim pools and red eyes centers for disease control>> according to the cdc  those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlor-eene but by something much more disgusting.
6/29/15 4:38  KVUE-AUS (ABC)  Austin  TX  KVUE News Daybreak at 4:30AM $459.30 7349  birthday. and -- what do you think is really the cause of your irritated red eyes after a dip in the community pool? is it chlorine or is it
6/24/15 6:51  KBMT (ABC)  Beaumont  TX  12 News Daybreak $452.76 7281  according to the c-d-c  those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine but by something much more
6/20/15 7:34  WTSP-TB (CBS)  Tampa Bay  FL  10 News Saturday Morning $325.74 7058  free back-to-school days and a tax reduction on cell and cable bills. >>> at some point in your life you probably had red eyes after getting out of the pool.
6/25/15 12:12  KBJR (NBC)  Duluth  MN  KBJR 6 and Range 11 News at Noon $282.36 6794  housing development. the city could approve the development in july. swim pools and red eyes centers for disease control>> according to the cdc  those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlor-eene but by
6/24/15 5:08  KAIT (ABC)  Jonesboro  AR  Good Morning Region 8 at 5AM $590.60 6750  with the heat index nearing the triple digits... no one would blame you for wanting to get into a cool pool. but the c-d-c says the red eyes you get while swimming... aren't caused by chlorine but by something much
6/28/15 8:26  KDRV (ABC)  Medford  OR  NewsWatch 12 This Morning $330.23 6683  end with those familiar  red  itchy eyes. now  a new report from the cdc suggests it is not the chlorine that is responsible for the red eyes.
6/10/15 1:21  KSTU-SLC (FOX)  Salt Lake City  UT  FOX 13 News at Nine $238.26 6627  conducted. and it concluded that 87 percent of americans thought red eyes and itchy skin were caused by chlorine. but
6/26/15 6:11  KIFI (ABC)  Idaho Falls  ID  Local News 8 This Morning $580.13 6357  and new information on why pools cause itchy  red eyes may make you think twice about hopping in the pool.
7/1/15 17:44  WTXL (ABC)  Tallahassee  FL  ABC 27 First News at 5:00 $585.36 6162  a new report from the c-d-c suggests it is not the chlorine that is responsible for the red eyes. its the chemicals that form when chlorine mixes with
6/23/15 22:27  WOLF (FOX)  Wilkes-Barre  PA  Fox 56 News First at 10 $312.32 6128  inspiration.since then millions of the birds have been sold.donald featherstone was 79. ((candice))those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine but by
6/26/15 17:10  KODE (ABC)  Joplin  MO  KODE Early Edition News 5P $238.36 6094  also end with those familiar  red  itchy eyes.now  a new report from the cdc suggests it is not the chlorine that is responsible for the red eyes.
6/27/15 6:24  KESQ (ABC)  Palm Springs  CA  Newschannel 3 in the Morning $670.00 6000  irritated red eyes after swimming... not so much. but the real cause of eye irritation after a swim might surprise you. doctor timothy
6/23/15 18:23  WTVH (CBS)  Syracuse  NY  CBS 5 News at 6:00 $383.04 5909  could pick up the issue this summer. >>>  you know those red eyes you get from staying in the swimming pool too long?  it's not caused by chemicals like chlorine.
6/29/15 12:41  WOLO- COL (ABC)  Columbia  SC  ABC Columbia News at Noon $237.13 5786  summer heat but a can end with the familiar red  itchy eyes. now a r nepewort from the cdc suggests it's not the chlorine that is responsible for the red eyes but the chemicals that form
6/24/15 10:50  KUSA-DEN (NBC)  Denver  CO  Colorado & Company $865.97 5698  areas are now open- at 11. and- hate the way chlorine burns your eyes? we'll tell you about swimming pools without chlorine. and-- how they stay clean
6/27/15 6:42  WITN-GRENC (NBC)  Greenville  NC  WITN 7 News - Sunrise Saturday 6am $121.03 5172  according to the c-d-c  those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine but by something much more disgusting.
6/24/15 17:13  KBJR (NBC)  Duluth  MN  KBJR 6 and Range 11 News at Five $192.47 5128  in tonight's health beat... swim pools and red eyes centers for disease control>> according to the cdc  those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't
6/19/15 17:46  WLNE-PVD (ABC)  Providence  RI  ABC6 News at 5:30pm $257.08 5093  at least one panic attack... may be at higher risk of heart attack and stroke. those red eyes you get from swimming aren't caused by
6/24/15 5:19  KCEN-WAC (NBC)  Waco  TX  Texas Today $308.96 4520  over the long- term. according to the c-d-c....those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine but by something much more disgusting.
6/23/15 23:22  WNWO (NBC)  Toledo  OH  NBC24 News at 11PM $498.75 4413  . >>> according to the centers for disease control  those red eyes you get from swimming pools are not caused by the chlorine but
6/26/15 6:40  KQET (PBS)  Monterey  CA  Arthur $150.88 4391  revelation out swimmingools ght keep you out of the water. the red eyes people get in the pools may not just be from the
6/26/15 16:00  WMBD (CBS)  Peoria  IL  Living Well $89.03 4243  symptoms don't come from chlorine. the c.d.c. say they come from the chemical mixing with urine.
6/24/15 5:56  KBMT (ABC)  Beaumont  TX  12 News Daybreak $150.42 4173  according to the c-d-c  those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine but by something much more disgusting. the report
7/5/15 6:20  WAPT (ABC)  Jackson  MS  WAPT 6 AM News $99.02 4138  takes a closer look behind what causes the red eyes after swimming. long afternoons in a swimming pool. it's a refreshing break from the summer
6/24/15 5:49  KVLY (NBC)  Fargo  ND  The Valley Today $244.64 4122  read their genetic blueprints and then determine what type of tissue to become. and the c-d-c warns that those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine  but by something a lot
6/29/15 6:46  WOLO- COL (ABC)  Columbia  SC  Good Morning Columbia $337.40 4106  summertime may have you heading out to the swimming pool. have you ever wondered causes irritated red eyes after a dip?
6/26/15 17:24  WWAY (ABC)  Wilmington  NC  WWAY News Channel 3 at 5:00 $387.98 4076  swimming pools are a summer favorite. irritated red eyes after swimming ... not so much. but the real cause
6/23/15 23:02  WTVH (CBS)  Syracuse  NY  CBS 5 News at 11 $406.70 3741  early 2018. >>>  if you stay in the pool too long to get red eyes. that is not chlorine  it is from something way more worst.
6/25/15 4:52  KXXV-WAC (ABC)  Waco  TX  Good Morning Texas Early Edition $135.67 3454  we'll it looks like those red eyes you get from swimming aren't caused by chlorine.   that's according to a new  reported released by the cdc.     scientists say
6/26/15 3:19  KSAZ-PHX (FOX)  Phoenix  AZ  FOX 10 News @ 9pm $200.91 3310  >> after taking a dip in the pool  do you get red eyes? you think it is the chlorine  no  it is not the real reason.
6/24/15 5:26  WPTZ-BUR (NBC)  Burlington  VT  Newschannel 5 Today @ 5 AM $108.00 3305  please forgive us if this story grosses you out. according to the cdc  the red eyes you might get from swimming
8/26/15 11:32  KXTV-SAC (ABC)  Sacramento  CA  Sac & Co $266.68 3187  we have our shock here. we have simple shock. it's kind of like putting 4 gallons of chlorine into the pool  so it gets it sanitized  back to where we want it.
6/24/15 5:48  KSBY-SBA (NBC)  Santa Barbara  CA  KSBY News Daybreak at 5a $184.92 3075  research is needed to see if the therapy works long- term. ############ many think that those red eyes you get after a summer swim are just a result of chlorine irritation...
6/25/15 5:26  KGMB-HON (CBS)  Honolulu  HI  Hawaii News Now: Sunrise at 5:00 $151.00 3036  time for summer. an official from the centers for disease control says that those red
6/24/15 1:49  KVLY (NBC)  Fargo  ND  News 11 at 10 $100.21 2971  healthier me.. according to the c-d-c.... those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine but by something much more disgusting.
7/5/15 8:20  WAPT (ABC)  Jackson  MS  WAPT 8 AM News $82.57 2970  those familiar  red  itchy eyes. now  a new report from the cdc suggests it is not the chlorine that is responsible for the red eyes. the true culprit. brace yourself. the chemicals that form
6/26/15 22:13  KBGF (NBC)  Great Falls  MT  KTVH/KBGF News at 10 $737.60 2966  henriksen: "from the chloramines  which is when the chlorine combines with ammonia and nitrogen  that's found in everything from body sweat  suntan lotions  sunscreen  and
6/26/15 18:11  KTVH (NBC)  Helena  MT  KTVH/KBGF News at 6 $460.70 2888  your eyes.henriksen: "wear really close tight fitting goggles."     if you still manage to have red eyes  she says there are steps you can take to reduce the irritation.
6/26/15 22:13  KTVH (NBC)  Helena  MT  KTVH/KBGF News at 10 $926.94 2854  your eyes.henriksen: "wear really close tight fitting goggles."     if you still manage to have red eyes  she says there are steps you can take to reduce the irritation.
7/3/15 17:44  WJCL-SAV (ABC)  Savannah  GA  WJCL 22 News @ 5 $468.99 2785  swimming pools are a summer favorite -- especially when it gets this hot outside ..     irritated red eyes after swimming...not so much.
6/24/15 5:49  KXJB (CBS)  Fargo  ND  Valley Today $90.86 2495  read their genetic blueprints and then determine what type of tissue to become. and the c-d-c warns that those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by



6/24/15 5:48  KSNB  Lincoln  NE  NBC Nebraska Today $97.83 2468  at 1-800-222-1-2-2-2. in other health news... according to the c-d-c  those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine - but by
6/26/15 5:10  KIFI (ABC)  Idaho Falls  ID  Local News 8 This Morning $179.87 2444  and new information on why pools cause itchy  red eyes may make you think twice about hopping in the pool.
6/24/15 5:56  KJAC (NBC)  Beaumont  TX  12 News Daybreak $87.29 2190  according to the c-d-c  those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine but by something much more disgusting. the report
6/24/15 6:51  KJAC (NBC)  Beaumont  TX  12 News Daybreak $87.29 2190  their shelves. according to the c-d-c  those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine but by something much more
6/25/15 5:19  WSIL (ABC)  Paducah  KY  News 3 News This Morning $65.50 2139  a dip in the poois a great way to cool off after mowing-- but doctors say those red eyes and skin irritation after a swim may not be a result of the chlorine-- the centers for disease control and
6/27/15 8:14  KEZI (ABC)  Eugene  OR  KEZI 9 News This Morning $111.00 2026  after swimming... not so much. but the real cause of eye irritation after a swim might surprise you. a new report from the cdc suggests it is not the chlorine that is responsible for the red eyes. the true culprit is the
6/27/15 23:25  WMDT (ABC)  Salisbury  MD  47abc News at 11 $438.37 1940  here's a look at what's going on in the world of health. swimming pools are a summer favorite. irritated red eyes after swimming -- not so much. but the real cause of eye irritation after a swim might
6/26/15 18:15  WKPT (ABC)  Tri-Cities  TN  ABC 19 WKPT News $121.98 1896  summer favorite. irritated red eyes after swimming... not so much. but as dr. timothy johnson reports.... the real cause of
6/23/15 23:21  WEYI (NBC)  Flint  MI  NBC 25 News at 11 $174.92 1854  right to your hotel room. keep your wallet in that front pocket. >> those red eyes you get in
6/23/15 17:26  KVEO (NBC)  Harlingen  TX  Newscenter 23 $182.59 1726  mike wilber nbc news. keagan: according to the cdc  those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine but by something much
6/25/15 5:26  KHNL-HON (NBC)  Honolulu  HI  Hawaii News Now Sunrise $88.00 1553  time for summer. an official from the centers for disease control says that those red
8/26/15 11:21  KDRV (ABC)  Medford  OR  NewsWatch 12 Midday $101.60 1476  nearly 9 million americans use backyard swimming pools as the centerpiece of their summertime fun  but sickly green water that burns your
6/26/15 23:23  WENY (ABC)  Elmira  NY  WENY HD News @ 11 $571.90 1476  medical minute...     swimming pools is  a summer favorite. irritated red eyes after swimming... not so much. but the real cause of eye
6/27/15 22:12  WMDT-DT2 (CW)  Salisbury  MD  47abc News at 10 $654.93 1396  eyes. now  a new report from the cdc suggests it is not the chlorine that is responsible for the red eyes. the true culprit brace yourself the chemicals
6/26/15 6:40  KCBA (FOX)  Monterey  CA  Morning News $123.28 1375  revelation out swimmingools ght keep you out of the water. the red eyes people get in the pools may not just be from the
6/27/15 6:57  KTVH (NBC)  Helena  MT  Today $355.60 1203  goggles."     if you still manage to have red eyes  she says there are steps you can take to reduce the irritation. henriksen: "rinse them out with saline afterwards if you're experiencing some eye redness and irritation...and then if your a contact lens
6/24/15 9:11  WSYM (FOX)  Lansing  MI  FOX-47 Morning News Rewind $124.91 1125  there's much more ahead on the news at ten... after the break... the culprit behind those red eyes you get in the swimming pool -- and it's a far more disgusting source than chlorine.
6/24/15 9:27  WSYM (FOX)  Lansing  MI  FOX-47 Morning News Rewind $124.91 1125  "this is a huge step. we have to understand what is behind this process to attack it effectively." those red eyes you get from swimming in pools isn't actually caused by the chlorine -- but by something
6/26/15 6:57  KFQX (FOX)  Grand Junction  CO  Fox 4 Good Day Colorado $83.56 1100  attacks. red eyes burning sometimes after you get out of the pool. it doesn't come from the
6/24/15 23:30  WTWO (NBC)  Terre Haute  IN  NBC2 at 11 $67.65 1094  ((mechell))here's something to think about before you dive into a swimming pool.((tom)) the c-d-c says those red eyes you get from pools... are not caused by chlorine... ...but by something much more
6/24/15 4:40  KAIT (ABC)  Jonesboro  AR  Good Morning Region 8 @ 4:30AM $86.70 965  amendments in two months. coming up swimming red eyes... the reason your eyes are getting red while taking a dip in the pool... and it's not because of
6/24/15 8:41  WDBD (FOX)  Jackson  MS  Fox40 Morning News $35.97 941  last over the long-term. those red eyes you get from swimming pools are not caused just by chlorine -- but by something a little more disgusting. the centers for disease control
6/24/15 2:29  KFDX (NBC)  Wichita Falls  TX  KFDX 3 News at 10 $45.36 720  medications... experts say doctors should not be concerned they cause melanoma. (--gwyn--)        according to the cdc  those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine.
6/27/15 7:57  KTVH (NBC)  Helena  MT  Today $177.84 633  goggles."     if you still manage to have red eyes  she says there are steps you can take to reduce the irritation. henriksen: "rinse them out with saline afterwards if you're experiencing some eye redness and irritation...and then if your a contact lens
6/27/15 6:56  KBGF (NBC)  Great Falls  MT  Today $91.88 540  doctor henriksen says there is another way to prevent those chloramines from getting into your eyes.henriksen: "wear really close tight fitting goggles."     if you still manage to have red eyes  she says there are steps you can take to reduce the irritation.
6/24/15 6:40  KNOP (NBC)  North Platte  NE  News 2 Sunrise $163.85 488  due to increased blood pressure  sleep problems and stress from the noise. according to the c-d-c  those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine but by something much more
6/27/15 7:57  KBGF (NBC)  Great Falls  MT  Today $77.63 346  cause a similar irritation. henriksen: "from the chloramines  which is when the chlorine combines with ammonia and nitrogen  that's found in everything from body sweat  suntan lotions  sunscreen  and
6/26/15 18:11  KBGF (NBC)  Great Falls  MT  KTVH/KBGF News at 6 $91.64 320  really close tight fitting goggles."     if you still manage to have red eyes  she says there are steps you can take to reduce the irritation.
6/24/15 3:19  WMTV (NBC)  Madison  WI  NBC 15 News $91.39 1048  2018... if all goes well. according to the c-d-c  those red eyes you get from swimming pools aren't caused by chlorine but by something
6/24/15 4:55  WBBH-FTM (NBC)  Fort Myers  FL  NBC 2 News Early Today $428.10 4908  yourself. here's some troubling details about that... news...the c-d-c says those red eyes aren't caused by chlorine... the report reveals that chlorine forms irritants
6/24/15 16:02  KAMR (NBC)  Amarillo  TX  Studio 4 $113.85 1305  a surprise. literally you're in for a surprise. so you know the red eyes you get from the swimming pool. you know it's... >> it's chlorine.
6/26/15 4:15  WTVT-TB (FOX)  Tampa Bay  FL  FOX 13 11:00 News $508.74 5833  the cdc reveals what really makes your eyes red after swimming. sad to say it's not the chlorine  exactly  it's urine. the cdc says that when it's
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